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Microgons is a 1v1 online competitive turn-based strategy game. 5d3b920ae0
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Basically, if you like chess and want to play a fun chill game with really good music and without all the chess BS like opening
and end game theory: you should give it a try because this will be up your alley. Real good value for the price of a starbucks
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coffee.. no one is playing this game. Total crap.. Team customization, 20+ unique pieces, Fun gameplay, A E S T H E T I C,
and Awesome soundtrack. The only drawback is that there are almost no ranked players so although online ranked play is a
feature there is only a small playerbase as of now. I would only recommend if you got it with a friend, but, the more people that
buy, the more players for online. There is an option to play against AI, but honestly it is more for learning the core gameplay.. I
felt instantly in LOVE with it, that is perfectly the kind of game I would have created myself! Mix CHESS with TACTICAL
video game feature is A GREAT IDEA! That would be great to add a higher IA level! If possible, for news players. As the
community is pretty low. ^^ I hope the server will never be down. It would mean that the game is close, and no more access to it.
It would be too bad! From time to time, I like to play with 1-2 friends.. Microgons is a well designed and easy to pick up turn
based game for two players. Choose 6 meeples from a pool of 24 figurines to assemble your team, generate a game board and
you are ready to start a match. The first one to kill the enemy king wins the game and while trying to achieve that goal you can
employ a wide variety of skills and tactics. Each meeple comes with different movement rules, its own special skill and hit
points. Despite all of that depth Microgons is very easy to just pick up and play thanks to a stylish but minimalistic interface.
There is just nothing wrong with Microgons. It looks cool, has a lot of depth, is very well balanced, there is a lot of replayablity
and to top it all off, its just 4,99. I wholeheartily recommend Microgons to everyone who likes good game design and is looking
for a 1 on 1 boardgame. Matches tend to be around 10 to 20 minutes, so its a nice coffee break game as well. And on a sidenote:
I simply love the relaxing soundtrack.
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